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This method allowed children to develop at their own pace and provided educators with a new understanding
of child development. These children seem to be precocious in their intellectual development and they
demonstrate that while working harder than other children they do so without tiring themselves. Interference
stops activity and stops concentration. If this is done, then the child does not become a burden; he will reveal
himself as the greatest marvel of nature. If what we really want is a new world, then education must take as its
aim the development of these hidden possibilities. Education must begin at birth. The rest develops of itself.
Suddenly, the child becomes very sensitive to the rudeness and humiliations which he had previously suffered
from patient indifference. It is they who show a predisposition toward such a study. To let the child do as he
likes when he has not yet developed any powers of control is to betray the idea of freedom. For what is
valuable is not the work itself, but the work as a means for the construction of the psychic man. Maria
Montessori Quotes Share: Dr. The little child who persists in his exercises, concentrated and absorbed, is
obviously elaborating the constant man, the man of character, he who will find in himself all human values,
crowning that unique fundamental manifestation: persistence in work. They do, however, understand words.
Not words, but virtues, are her main qualifications. It is the part of wisdom to recognize what each one of us is
best fitted for, and it is the part of education to perfect and utilize such predispositions. One will find this type
of intelligence in every being, and every insect has it. The teacher, in short, can use reading to introduce her
pupils to the most varied subjects; and the moment they have been thus started, they can go on to any limit
guided by the single passion for reading. Children become like the things they love. There is no man existing
who has not been formed by the child he once was.


